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We can all relate somehow... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YGF5R9i53A 
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Lucy, Lucy, Lucy... 

 “If you can’t do this, you are a failure” 

 The boss implied that anyone could do this job (this WAS Ethel’s 4th position) 
 She instilled a fear of failure (they would be fired if they were not successful) 
 What did she do to help them succeed BEFORE they failed? 

 Nothing. 

  She assumed that the girl’s had the skills to complete the task. 
  Her instructions seemed quite simple, but after viewing the process, 

 isn’t there more to just wrapping chocolates and putting them back on  the 
conveyor belt? (Notice Lucy twisted the paper and Ethel just folded  it down. 
Which was correct?  How would they know?) 

 Do Lucy and Ethel have any responsibility in this? 
 Lucy and Ethel had failed multiple times before in this factory.  

  Why? Lack of skills?  Lack of motivation? 
 What did they do differently to try and succeed this time? 

 Nothing. 

  Instead of asking for advice, a demonstration, or maybe even time 
to practice the skill, they began the task because they believed it was 
“easy” (they thought they didn’t have to exert much effort to 
succeed). 

 
 



  

 
 https://sites.google.com/site/mindsethuntington/ 



    Two Beliefs about Intelligence 

Entity theory 
Intelligence is a fixed   
trait; you have a certain 
amount, and your 
performance measures 
how much of it you 

have. 

 Incremental theory 
Intelligence is malleable; it 

can be developed 
incrementally through 

learning. 

 

     Research has shown that these mindsets have 
powerful implications for the goals people 
hold, the amount of effort they choose to 
spend, the way they respond to challenges and 
obstacles, and for their ultimate success. 

 



Carol Dweck explains: 
Growth vs. Fixed Mindsets 

 http://www.mindsetworks.com/webnav/dr-dweck-
interviews.aspx 

 

PEOPLE WHO HOLD THE FIXED 
MINDSET BELIEVE: 

• People have a given level of 
intelligence, and it can’t be changed.    

• Success and therefore a positive self 
image are achieved by performing well 
and looking smart. 

PEOPLE WHO HOLD THE GROWTH 
MINDSET BELIEVE: 

• People can develop their intelligence. 
The brain is like a muscle that can be 
exercised and strengthened. 

• Success and therefore a positive self 
image are achieved by learning and 
growth through effort. 
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Dr. Carol Dweck on the benefits of a 
Growth Mindset:  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jDVd-nCEYc
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       Fixed Mindset  Growth Mindset 

How do these mindsets effect us? 

 
 

If a person believes 
they failed because 
they are not smart 

or do not have 
enough ability, they 

refuse to try to 
learn. 

If a person believes 
that they failed 
because of not 

being prepared or 
working hard 

enough, they excel 





 They often verbalize this, 
but... 

 

...dumb 

...embarrassed 

...angry 

...nervous 

...mad 

...scared 

...upset 



AND WE WONDER WHY KIDS HAVE 
A FIXED MINDSET? 



To measure the intelligence 

of a person, watch to see 

what they do when they 

DON’T KNOW 



 

www.cerebrum.wikispaces.com 



I can… 

Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them 



Growth Mindset: 









 

Rachel’s Story 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUvR8uli4Lg&list=PL6638D34AC043D759


 

“The most effective teachers spend 

a career meticulously cultivating 

their appreciation for children not 

so easy for them to automatically 

embrace, while continuing to draw 

energy from those students whom 

they more automatically find 

delight.”   
– Carol Ann Tomlinson 



 

Challenges, Setbacks, and Criticism 

You are expected to implement 
the Common Core Curriculum 

with little to no professional 
development. 

You just can’t seem 
to connect with a 
student, in fact, 

you don’t even like 
him! 

Your students to not have the 
prerequisite skills necessary to be 
successful in the curriculum you 

are being asked to teach. 

Challenges 
we may 

face 



 

 

Challenges, Setbacks, and Criticism 

You have worked all week on your 

observation lesson, but the 

administrator who is supposed to 

observe you does not show up.  

An ELL student is making progress in your  

class, (the consistency is working), then 

she leaves for a 1 month trip to El Salvador 

(in March). She returns showing significant 

regression. 

You are really proud of the way you have developed  

your curriculum, but the following year you are slotted 

 to teach an entirely new grade and/or subject. 

You have really been making progress with a difficult student.  

 Today……not so much. 



Consistency and Time 



 WHAT are YOU going to do about it? 



 
Take on the challenge wholeheartedly. 

Learn from setbacks and try again. 

Hear criticism and act on it. 



Their Deepest Fear 

(or is it yours?) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3a6hseqJ5h4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3a6hseqJ5h4


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FpJQqzJj534
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